Abstract.
As established in previous studies, and analyzed further herein for the years [1988] [1989] [1990] [1991] [1992] [1993] [1994] [1995] [1996] [1997] [1998] In mid-March and subsequently, the correlation Cti drops drastically (quite often it is negative).
The change in the relationship between Ts and lna marks a transition in the control of the surface-air temperature. As (a) the sun rises higher in the sky, (b) the snows melt (the surface absorptivity can increase by a factor of 3.0), (c) the ocean-surface winds weaken, and (d) (Angetl, 1996; Abdalati and Steffen, 1997) .
In these challenging tasks of quantitatively evaluating trends or detecting oscillatory patterns in climate time series, it is critically important to check whether the region of interest exhibits a uniform "behavior" in the season under study. Many valuable studies can be faulted to some extent in this respect.
For instance, Ross et al. (1996) (Otterman etal.,1999) . in thisSSM/I dataset the"box" 36-50°N; 20-10°W contains 40gridpoints atwhich theSSM/I measurements arereported foreach satellite pass. Anygap intheSSM/I data is filled by inserting information fromthe ECMWF dataset. Computing Inainvolves determining thewind direction ateach grid point. If thedirection isfromthequadrant 180°to270°,then this point contributes tothesouthwesterly speed average in the"box" forasatellite pass (if thedirection atapoint isnotsouthwesterly, thecontribution iszero). The average forallthesatellite passes in apentad isreported asourIndex lna. 3. Analysis ofCorrelations andlnterannual Variability Thesurface-air temperature (Ts)andthe 500mb temperature (T500) forcentral Europe (from theECMWF dataset), andtheIndex Ina(from theSSM/I dataset) arehere analyzed for pentads I to36(that is,forlatewinter, spring, and early summer), fortheyears 1988 to1998. Weexamine relations between Ts,a lapse rate parameter (A)defined asA=Ts-T500, and Ina.
The twoextracted temperatures, Tsincentral Europe and Tnaineastern North Atlantic, shown versus thepentad number in Fig.1 A, (Ross et al., 1996) , and interannual fluctuations opposite to those for Europe (our observations of February 1997 (our observations of February versus 1996 . This "contrarian" region is limited in its geographical extent, and thus our small section probably is indicative of the hemispheric variations, such as analyzed by Hurrell (1996) .
Climate data would be of greatest applicability for agriculture/forestry, if compiled for well-defined seasons, specific to a given region, determined from an analysis such as _h__given here. 
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